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Patients are posting reviews online now more than ever regarding their experiences with dermatologic
surgical procedures. Mohs micrographic surgery is rated highly by patients but suspect to missing
information and a higher than expected attribution of the procedure to plastic surgeons.
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Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) is the gold
standard for treating high-risk skin cancers and
skin cancers in areas where skin sparing is
essential. However, relatively little is known about
patient-reported satisfaction with this procedure.
In this study, we used qualitative research methods to deter mine themes of patient-repor ted
satisfaction and dissatisfaction with MMS on one
popular online resource (RealSelf). Real-world
patient feedback provides an opportunity for
physicians to explore the patient mind-set and
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to target areas of potential improvement in MMS
patient satisfaction.
Cutis. 2017;99:E25-E29.

M

ohs micrographic surgery (MMS) remains
the gold standard for the removal of skin
cancers in high-risk areas of the body while
offering an excellent safety profile and sparing tissue.1 In the current health care environment, online
patient reviews have grown in popularity and influence. More than 60% of consumers consult social
media before making health care decisions.2 A
recent analysis of online patient reviews of general
dermatology practices demonstrated the perceived
importance of physician empathy, thoroughness, and
cognizance of cost in relation to patient-reported
satisfaction.3 Because MMS is a well-recognized and
unique outpatient-based surgical procedure, a review
and analysis of online patient reviews specific to
MMS can provide useful practice insights.

Materials and Methods
This study was conducted using an online platform
(RealSelf [http://www.realself.com]) that connects
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Table 1.

Patient-Reported Satisfaction Ratings
and Cost of MMS (N=219)
Variable

Response

Global ratings, n (%)

a

Worth it

195 (89)

Not worth it

5 (2)

Unsure

19 (9)

Cost, US $b
Median (range)

1800 (1–100,000)

Sex of patients who completed reviews, n (%)
Male

111 (51)

py

Female

43 (20)
65 (30)

co

Unspecified

t

Abbreviation: MMS, Mohs micrographic surgery.
a
RealSelf provided a surrogate measure of patient satisfaction
using “worth it” and “not worth it” ratings. These descriptors
engender overall patient satisfaction or dissatisfaction with a
given procedure. Overall, MMS was reported to be “worth it” by
a large majority of patients.
b
Cost data was derived from 137 patient reviews and showed
wide variation. Cost was not reported in 82 reviews.
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patients and providers offering aesthetically oriented
procedures; the site has 35 million unique visitors
yearly.4 The community’s directory was used to
identify and analyze all cumulative patient reviews
from 2006 to December 20, 2015, using the search
terms Mohs surgery or Mohs micrographic surgery. The
study was exempt by the Northwestern University
(Chicago, Illinois) institutional review board.
A standardized qualitative coding methodology
was created and applied to all available comments
regarding MMS. A broad list of positive and negative
patient experiences was first created and agreed upon
by all 3 investigators. Each individual comment
was then attributed to 1 or more of these positive
or negative themes. Of these comments, 10% were
coded by 2 investigators (S.X. and Z.A.) to ensure
internal validity; 1 investigator coded the remaining statements by patients (Z.A.). Patient-reported
satisfaction ratings categorized as “worth it” or “not
worth it” (as used by RealSelf to describe the patientperceived value and utility of a given procedure)
as well as cost of MMS were gathered. Cumulative
patient ratings were collected for the procedure
overall, physician’s bedside manner, answered questions, aftercare follow-up, time spent with patients,
telephone/email responsiveness, staff professionalism/
courtesy, payment process, and wait times. Patientreported characteristics of MMS also were evaluated
including physician specialty, lesion location, type of
skin cancer, and type of closure. For lesion location,
we graded whether the location represented a highrisk area as defined by the American Academy of
Dermatology, American College of Mohs Surgery, and
American Society for Dermatologic Surgery.5

Results
A total of 219 reviews related to MMS were collected as of December 20, 2015. Overall, MMS was
considered “worth it” by 89% of patients (Table 1).
Only 2% of patients described MMS as “not worth
it.” There was a wide range reported for the cost of
the procedure ($1–$100,000 [median, $1800]). Of
those patients who reported their sex, females were
2.5-times more likely to post a review compared to
males (51% vs 20%); however, 30% of reviewers did
not report their sex. The mean (standard deviation)
overall satisfaction rating was 4.8 (0.8). With regard
to category-specific ratings (eg, bedside manner,
aftercare follow-up, time spent with patients), the
mean scores were all 4.7 or greater (Table 2).
Regarding the surgical aspects of the procedure,
the majority of patients reported that the excision of
the lesion was performed by a dermatologist (62%).
However, a notable portion of patients reported
that the excision was performed by a plastic surgeon
E26 CUTIS®

(21%). Physician specialty was not reported in
16% of the reviews. For the lesion closure, the
patient-reported specialty of the physician was only
slightly higher for dermatologists versus plastic surgeons (46% vs 44%)(Table 3).
The majority of patients who reported the location of the lesion treated with MMS identified a
high-risk location (45%), a medium-risk location
(18%), or an unspecified region of the face (15%),
according to the appropriate-use criteria for MMS
(Table 3).5 Patients did not specify the site of surgery
17% of the time. Only 5% of reported procedures
were performed on low-risk areas.
Basal cell carcinomas were the most commonly
reported lesions removed by MMS (38%), though
48% of reviews did not specify the type of tumor
being treated (Table 3). A large majority (76%) did
not specify the type of closure performed. When
specified, secondary intention was used 10% of the
time, followed by either a flap (6%) or skin graft
(6%). Only 5% of patients reported an estimated size
of the primary lesion in our study (data not shown).
The qualitative analysis demonstrated variance
in themes for positive and negative characteristics
(Table 4). Surgeon characteristics encompassed the
3 most commonly cited themes of positive remarks,
including bedside manner (78%), communication
WWW.CUTIS.COM
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Table 2.

Table 3.

Patient-Reported Satisfaction
Ratings of Key Categories Associated
With MMS

Patient-Reported Characteristics
of MMS

Category

Mean (SD)

Characteristic

Overall rating

4.8 (0.8)

Excision by physician specialty

Physician’s bedside manner

4.7 (1.0)

Answered questions

4.8 (0.7)

Aftercare follow-up

4.8 (0.9)

Time spent with patient

4.8 (0.8)

Telephone/email responsiveness

4.8 (0.8)

Staff professionalism/courtesy

4.8 (0.7)

Dermatologist

102 (46)

Payment process

4.9 (0.6)

Plastic surgeon

97 (44)

Wait times

4.7 (0.8)

Unspecified

19 (9)

a

Dermatologist

136 (62)

Plastic surgeon

46 (21)

Unspecified

36 (16)

Other

2 (1)

py

Closure by physician specialty

co

Other
Location of treated lesions by MMSa
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skills (74%), and perceived expertise (58%). Specific
to MMS, the tissue-sparing nature of the technique
was cited by 14% of reviews as a positive theme. The
most commonly cited themes of negative remarks
were intraoperative and postoperative concerns,
including postoperative disfigurement (16%), large
scar (9%), healing time (9%), and procedural or
postoperative pain (8%). A subtheme analysis of
postoperative disfigurement revealed that eyelid or
eyebrow distortion was the most common concern
(29%), followed by redness and swelling (23%),
an open wound (14%), and nostril/nose distortion (14%)(data not shown). Themes not commonly cited as either positive or negative included
office environment, cost, and procedure time (data
not shown).

Comment
The overall satisfaction with MMS (89%)
was one of the highest for any procedure on
this online patient review site, albeit based on
fewer reviews compared to other common aesthetic surgical procedures. In comparison, 78% of
13,500 reviewers rated breast augmentation as
“worth it,” while 60% of 6800 reviewers rated rhinoplasty as “worth it” (as of December 2015). Overall,
the online patient reviews evaluated in this study
were consistent with a previously published structured data report on patient satisfaction with MMS.6

2 (1)
105 (45)

Medium-risk area

41 (18)

Low-risk area

13 (5)

Unspecified (face)

35 (15)

Unspecified (location)

39 (17)

t

High-risk area
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Abbreviation: MMS, Mohs micrographic surgery; SD, standard deviation.
a
Graded on an ordinal scale from 1 to 5 stars, with lower scores
indicating a poorer experience. Uniformly, MMS performed highly
across all domains of the RealSelf grading system.

WWW.CUTIS.COM

No. of
Patients (%)

Lesions removed by MMS
BCC

88 (38)

SCC

19 (8)

Melanoma

14 (6)

Unspecified

112 (48)

Type of closure, n (%)
Flap

15 (6)

Skin graft

15 (6)

Flap with skin graft

3 (1)

Secondary intention

23 (10)

Unspecified

177 (76)

Abbreviations: MMS, Mohs micrographic surgery; BCC, basal cell
carcinoma; SCC, squamous cell carcinoma.
a
The locations of the treated lesions were categorized according
to appropriate-use criteria for MMS. High-risk areas included
the mask areas of the face, ears, hands, feet, ankles, nail unit,
nipples, and genital area. Medium-risk areas included the cheeks,
forehead, scalp, neck, and pretibial surfaces. Low-risk areas
included the trunk and extremities.5 Patients reported multiple
lesions in a minority of reviews.

The results show a greater than expected proportion of both the MMS excision and closure
being performed by plastic surgeons compared to
dermatologists. In reality, the majority of MMS
excisions are performed by dermatologists. Based
VOLUME 99, FEBRUARY 2017 E27
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Table 4.

Most Common Positive and Negative Themes by Patients About MMS
Themea

No. of
Comments (%)

Description and Subcategories

Positive Coding Categories
How a patient felt regarding the physician’s overall demeanor during the
Bedside mannerb
clinical visit

171 (78)

Communicationc

162 (74)

The communication process including preoperative, intraoperative, and
postoperative counseling

Perceived expertise Patient’s perception of the physician’s skill and knowledge

127 (58)

Minimal scar

118 (54)

Patient’s perception of the overall scar

53 (24)

Staff interactions

Positive experiences with either the office staff or nursing staff

52 (24)

Healing well

Positive experience with healing, which may include the speed of healing
or the painlessness of healing

49 (22)

Tissue sparing

Patient experience that specifically identified the unique advantages of MMS
in sparing healthy tissue while ensuring tumor removal

31 (14)

Office environment

Positive experience with ambiance or location of the office

9 (4)

no
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Referring physician Instances when a patient mentioned that the specific surgeon was highly
recommendation
recommended by another physician

35 (16)

D
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Negative Coding Categories
Postoperative
Negative experience that involved the postoperative period; subcategories
disfigurement
included disfigurement of specific anatomical locations such
as the nose, lips, or eyebrows/eyelids
Negative experience with the size of the ultimate scar

19 (9)

Healing time

Negative experience with healing, which may include the delay
of healing or the pain associated with healing

19 (9)

T
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Large scar

18 (8)

Bedside manner

How a patient felt about the physician’s overall demeanor during the
clinical visit

11 (5)

Poor
communication

The communication process including preoperative, intraoperative, and
postoperative counseling; subcategories included delay in communication
or unclear communication

9 (4)

C
U

Procedural or
Patient pain related to the actual procedure
postoperative pain

Time of procedure Length of time required for the completion of the procedure

8 (4)

Staff interactions

Negative experiences with either the office staff or the nursing staff

5 (2)

Conflict of interest

Instances in which the patient felt that the physician had other financial
incentives other than providing optimal clinical care

1 (0)

Abbreviation: MMS, Mohs micrographic surgery.
a
Cost and office space were included in the coding scheme for both positive and negative themes but were not reported by patients at a
notable rate.
b
Bedside manner was coded whenever a patient mentioned a positive emotional response in relationship to a direct interaction with
the surgeon.
c
Communication included both preoperative, intraoperative, and postoperative interactions between the patient and physician.
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These patient reviews underscore the importance of
setting appropriate patient expectations. As patients
become more connected and utilize online platforms
to report their experiences, Mohs surgeons can take
insights derived from online patient reviews for their
own practice or geographic area to improve satisfaction and manage expectations.
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on a survey of American College of Mohs Surgery
(ACMS) members, only 6% of procedures were sent
to other specialties for closure.7 Our results may
reflect reporting bias or patients misconstruing true
MMS with an excision and standard frozen sections,
techniques that have lower cure rates. If so, there
may be a need to educate patients regarding the specifics of MMS. Other possible explanations for the
discrepancy between the online patient reviews and
ACMS data include misinterpretation by patients
on the exact definition of MMS or that a higher
than expected number of procedures were performed
by non-ACMS Mohs surgeons.
Our qualitative analysis revealed that patients
most frequently commented on the interpersonal
skills of their surgeons (eg, bedside manner, communication) as positive themes during MMS, similar
to prior analyses of general dermatology practices.3
In comparison to a recent study assessing patient
satisfaction with rhinoplasty on RealSelf, the final
appearance of the nose represented the most common positive- and negative-cited theme.8 Mohs
micrographic surgery procedures typically are done
under local anesthesia, which may explain the
greater importance of bedside manner and communication intraoperatively in comparison to final surgical outcomes for patient satisfaction. For negative
themes, 3 of 4 most common concerns were directly
related to the intraoperative and postoperative periods. Providers may be able to improve patient satisfaction by explaining the postoperative course, such
as healing time and temporary physical restrictions,
as well as possible sequelae in greater detail, which
may be particularly pertinent for MMS involving the
nose or near the eyes.
The global ratings for MMS are high, as shown
in our data set of patient reviews; however, patient
reviews are highly susceptible to reporting bias, recall
bias, and missing information. Prior work using this
online patient review website to investigate laser
and light procedures also demonstrated the risk
for imperfect information associated with patient
reviews.9 Even so, the data does provide a glimpse
into what is considered important to patients.
Surgeon interpersonal skills and communication
were the most frequently cited positive themes for
MMS. The best surgical aspects of MMS focused on
the unique tissue-sparing nature of the procedure
and the removal of a cancerous lesion. Potential
areas for improvement include a more thorough
explanation of the intraoperative and postoperative
process, specifically potential asymmetry related to
the nose or the eyes, healing time, and scarring.
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The 9th Cosmetic Surgery Forum will be
held November 29-December 2, 2017, in
Las Vegas, Nevada. Get more information at
www.cosmeticsurgeryforum.com.
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